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Abstract—To date, substantial research studies have been conducted in the field of ethical decision making in many disciplines. However, ethical efforts in the context of information technology have been limited. In this research, a focus has been put on modeling ethical decision making in cyberspace with emphasis on business intelligence scenarios. The model is comprised of six exogenous and two endogenous constructs, among them seven were delicately selected from valid and empirically tested ethical models and the eighth one is developed by the authors. After pre-testing the model by experts, reliability, convergent and discriminant validities were approved. Data were collected from 188 IT personnel in the banking industry of Iran. Results revealed that the perceived importance of an IT ethical issue, ethical judgment, ethical obligation, perceived possibility of disclosure, ego strength, and locus of control directly impact ethical intention. However, no impact from law on ethical obligation and codes of ethics on ethical intention was observed. As shown, a higher possibility on acting unethically occurs when the person feels confident that his/her actions will go unnoticed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ethics, as in its simple definition delivered in [1], is the values and principles leading to a right or wrong behavior. The perception of ethics in the digital world slightly varies from brick and mortar organizations and in most cases, recognition of a right or wrong behavior gets complicated. Organizations, which typically live in uncertain and vague atmosphere [2], have faced noteworthy ethical issues. In order to decrease these unethical actions, managers should lead employees toward a more organizational ethical environment [3]. This concern about ethical decision making in information technology (IT) has always been an interest point for researchers [4]. In [5], it was noted that ethical issues in business management have long-term and wide-spread adverse effects. Furthermore, results were identified that may lead to challenges for managers. In [6], authors have identified ethical decision making as a fundamental factor that influences information systems’ success including business intelligence systems. Others have noted that ethical issues in the context of businesses bring decreased productivity, increased uncertainty [4], elimination of work opportunities, environmental pollution [5], higher work absence and customer dissatisfaction [1]. In [7], the author urged business managers on the subject of ethical decision making and its potential adverse influences. In [8], authors stated that studying the way an individual makes ethical decisions improves ethical decision making in organizations.

In [9], it was proposed that when dealing with computers, the theory of reasoned action fails and does not satisfactorily model ethical decisions. In [10], an investigation about ethical decision making methods in knowledge management systems was conducted and a number of policies was suggested to maintain an ethical-based climate organization wide. In [11], authors called the importance of ethical issues in computer and internet usage as a concept that is "lost in cyberspace". They conducted their study around ethical judgment and ethical intention and mainly considered gender differences. In [12], the chance of being caught as influencing ethical behavior was discussed but it was also implied that individuals with greater technical knowledge may be more aware of the ways they may get caught, and may be more cautious than others.

A very early approach on IT ethical decision making was presented in [13] where an IT model with two new factors: ego strength and locus of control was proposed [13]. This model
was retested in [14] with about 1990 observations. Although some contradictions were found, the overall model was reapproved. In [15], authors modeled IT ethical decision making based on reasoned actions, perceived importance, planned behaviors, and individual characteristics. They also included age and sex in their models. In [16], authors proposed a process for IT ethical decision making by investigating information system students. They mainly focused on age, sex and religion as the influencing factors.

II. IT ETHICAL DECISION MAKING MODEL

A. Perceived Importance of an Ethical Issue

In the ethical decision making literature, scholars have referred to the perceived importance of an ethical issue in different names such as ethical perception [17], perceived ethical problem [18] and ethical issue [19]. In [20], it was stated that perceived importance of an ethical issue corresponds to the importance, significance, and fundamentality of an issue. An instrument was proposed to measure the perceived importance that later became a dominant instrument in this area. In [21], authors tested the impact of perceived importance of an ethical issue on ethical intention among 235 business managers who were randomly selected and found a positive impact. In a study among higher education students and with deployment of three ethical scenarios, it was reported that perceived importance is an indicator of ethical judgment [22]. In information technology, equivalent findings show that perceived importance affects ethical intention and judgment [15, 23]. Accordingly, hypothesis 1a and 1b are as follows:

- H1a: Perceived importance of an ethical issue positively influences ethical intention.
- H1b: Perceived importance of an ethical issue positively influences ethical judgment.

B. Ethical Judgment and Ethical Obligation

According to [24], ethical judgment refers to a judgment made ethically according to the correctness, acceptability and appropriateness of an issue. This is in accordance with the definition of ethical judgment in [25]: decision makers’ assessment of correct behavior in an ethical decision making situation. In a simplified definition, ethical judgment is one’s evaluation of his/her action to be good or bad [26]. Previous research studies have shown a meaningful relationship between ethical judgment and ethical intention. In an early research about software piracy, In [27], authors revealed that ethical judgment positively predicts ethical intention in copying and distribution of software packages illegally. The same finding is approved in [28] between peer groups. This was achieved by conducting a research to investigate the relationship between ethical judgment and ethical intention in scenarios about unethical cases. Another research has shown a positive and influential impact on ethical intention between automobile salespeople [17]. The same findings are presented by others [29-33]. As a result, the second hypothesis is as follows:

- H2: Ethical judgment positively influences ethical intention.

Ethical obligation or normative belief [14] is the alignment of the decision maker’s behavior by personal and social pressures [34]. For the first time, in [35] a scale was developed with one question about organ donation to measure ethical obligation. This question further became popular among other research studies. For instance, in [15] and [36] authors investigated the impact of demographic characteristics on ethical decision making among computer college students and used the construct from [35] to measure ethical obligation. They showed that ethical obligation is an indicator of ethical intention. Besides, ethical judgment is found to predict ethical obligation [27]. This relationship is further investigated by other scholars and the same finding is found [29, 31]. Therefore, we theorized hypotheses three and four as follows:

- H3: Ethical judgment positively influences ethical obligation.
- H4: Ethical obligation positively influences ethical intention.

C. Law and Codes of Ethics

Law is the “rule and measure of actions directing them to proper ends” [37] and forces individuals to conform their actions to norms. Additionally, law reveals preferences of a community or society [38, 39, 17]. According to these definitions, it seems apparent that law and codes of ethics must -to some degree- confine decision makers’ behaviors toward proper ends. In this regard, Dunfee [39] believed that ethics is deeply tangled with law and they cannot be realized without another one.

In an early research in this domain, the role of codes of ethics on computer misuse is investigated and results showed that company’s codes of ethics slightly limits behavior of information system personnel [40]. Besides, Hunt and Vitell [41] mentioned legal environment as an influential factor in ethics. They argued that law and codes of ethics potentially limit decision makers’ intention to commit more ethical actions. This happens when law influences ethical obligation and codes of ethics influences ethical intention. Accordingly, hypotheses 5 and 6 are as follows:

- H5: Law has a significant impact on ethical obligation.
- H6: Codes of ethics has a significant impact on ethical intention.

D. Ego Strength and Locus of Control

One of the most important factors that influence human behavior is ego strength [42]. This relates to the ability to bear stress and tension in various occasions [43]. Accordingly, in [44] ego strength was defined as one’s proficiency to control his/her instinct and social needs. In other ethical research studies, ego strength has also been called “self-identity” [45, 46, 47]. Ego strength has been introduced to the field of ethical decision making since 1986 [48] and research studies have approved that it impacts ethical intention [23, 15].

Locus of control, on the other hand, refers to one’s tendency to relate his/her success or failure to internal or external factors. In another word, one’s belief about their
behavior and its outcomes is called locus of control [49]. In [50], authors reported no significant relation between locus of control and ethical intention. They concluded that locus of control does not relate to ethical intention in sales managers. The same finding was observed in [51] in workplace environments. This however, is against the findings of an early study that reported a positive relationship between locus of control and ethical intention [52]. Even though, one year later, authors [53] reported a contradicting finding stating that no relation was observed among management students. In [54], it was stated that locus of control is an indicator of ethical behavior among the United States managers and executives. The higher locus of control determined more ethical decisions.

For the first time in the field of information technology, ego strength and locus of control was applied to assess ethical behavior in [13]. It was found that ego strength and locus of control influence ethical intention. Moreover, in [14] authors testified ego strength as an indicator of ethical intention among IT students. Thus, the corresponding hypotheses are:

- H7: Ego strength has a significant impact on ethical intention.
- H8: Locus of control has a significant impact on ethical intention.

E. Perceived Possibility of Disclosure

Through the extensive review of the decision making literature, we found that the perceived possibility of disclosure of decision results (we named it perceived possibility of disclosure or its short form perceived disclosure) has not been investigated before and may have direct or indirect effect on ethical decision making. The following scenarios clarify the core meaning of our construct:

- In a company, payrolls are sent to personnel’s email addresses. Sarah, by chance, has found her colleague’s (Sam) email password. In one instance, consider the situation that Sarah is utmost confident that if she checks Sam’s payroll, he will not notice it. In another instance, she is almost assured that Sam would notice that she has checked his payroll. In the two mentioned instances, what are the possibilities of checking the payroll? Are they the same?
- Adam works for a company that develops software packages. For personal reasons, he needs a system restore application to repair his own laptop. In his company’s products’ list, there is a $120 system restore application. Consider two cases. In one case, he certainly knows that no one would notice if he takes home a copy of the software. In another case, he that feels the possibility of disclosure is high. This means that his boss, for example, will notice his action and this would have adverse consequences for him. Will Adam perform the same actions in either case? Does his intention vary?

Accordingly, hypothesis 9 is as follows:

- H9: Perceived possibility of disclosure has significant impact on ethical intention.

To encapsulate, our model of ethical decision making in the context of information technology and above mentioned hypotheses are shown in Figure 1.

---

III. METHODS

A. Samples

The test population was comprised of business intelligence experts, managers, supervisors and end-users that had professional experience in banking industry. They were all experts or familiar with business intelligence concepts and techniques such as data mining, recommender systems, data warehouse, performance dashboards and scorecards, reality mining, etc. PLS states that the minimum sample size must be at least 10 times of the number of structural paths to a specific construct [31]. In our model, there are seven paths to ethical intention; as a result, 70 samples provides a sufficient sample. Of the 364 IT personnel of a bank in Iran, 188 (male=107 and female=81) participated in this research. The average age was 39 and it varied from 18 to 69. Of the respondents, 87 (46.3%) had less than 5 years of related experiences and 65 (34.6%) had 5 to 10 years.

B. Constructs

The basis of data collection was a questionnaire employed in preceding research studies. Constructs were selected from the valid ones in the literature (Table I). Of the constructs, we developed the perceived possibility of disclosure. Our questionnaire started with three sample ethical decision making scenarios to align respondents with the context of IT ethical decision making. Following the scenarios, we presented 33 questions for eight constructs and face-validated our questionnaire by pre-testing among several experts and university professors [57].

C. Confirmatory Factor Analysis

SmartPLS 2.0.M3 was used for confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), which is a path modeling software based on partial least-squares. In [58], it was stated that SmartPLS requires less
demands and samples in comparison with other approaches like structural equation modeling. This leading point makes partial least-square method a valid and commonly referenced in data analysis and surveys [59, 58, 60]. Prior to data analysis, reliability and validity of the constructs must be measured [61]. Convergent and divergent (discriminant) validity are parts of construct validity which indicate the measurements within our constructs. As a result, we explored these three parameters for our constructs as follows. Reliability measures the overall consistency of a measure. Confirmatory factor analysis in partial least squares presents composite reliability for every construct and the overall Cronbach’s alpha. The internal consistency is considered acceptable if Cronbach’s alpha is exceeded from 0.70 [62, 61]. Table II demonstrates the reliability of our constructs.

Table III shows that all square roots of AVEs are the highest construct must have higher inter-construct coefficients [59]. Table III shows the average variance extracted and construct item loadings. For square roots, it has been advised that each in [63]. Firstly, each factor loadings must exceed 0.70 (to be within-constructs must be at least 0.10 higher than the cross loadings of inter-constructs. Our research satisfies this criterion. Thus, the discriminant validity of the scales is approved.

TABLE III. AVERAGE VARIANCE EXTRACTED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PI</th>
<th>EJ</th>
<th>EO</th>
<th>PD</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>LC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. RESULTS

Having a valid and reliable model for ethical decision making in the context of information technology, we tested our hypotheses. As depicted in Figure 2, results showed that at the significance level of p<0.05, all hypothesized paths are confirmed except for the direct path from law to ethical obligation (B=0.02 and t-value=0.13) and codes of ethics to ethical intention (B=0.01 and t-value=0.11). Figure 2 also shows R² values for dependent variables of ethical judgment (0.16), ethical obligation (0.48), and ethical intention (0.32). Moreover, two paths for indirect effects are as follows:

- Perceived importance on ethical intention through ethical judgment;
- Ethical judgment on ethical intention through ethical obligation.

The indirect effect of law on ethical intention is not significant since the direct path from law to ethical obligation is not significant (B=0.02 and t-value=0.13). Considering direct and indirect effects, the total effects on ethical intention are 0.62 for perceived possibility of disclosure, 0.80 for perceived importance, 0.51 for ethical judgment, 0.24 for ethical obligation, 0.43 for ego strength, and 0.44 for locus of control. In addition, 32% of the variance of ethical intention is explained by perceived possibility of disclosure, perceived importance, ethical judgment, ego strength and locus of control. Furthermore, 29% of the variance of ethical judgment is explained by perceived importance and 48% of the variance of ethical obligation is met by ethical judgment. No unexpected path is revealed.

V. DISCUSSION

Perceived importance has a significant direct effect on ethical intention; therefore hypothesis H1a is confirmed. Perceived importance has been a valid and widely used construct in ethical decision making models. In [64], authors declared that if perceived importance of an ethical issue in an individual is high, the intention to commit an unethical action is low. This is in accordance with the findings of the present study. This is due to the perception of the decision makers that implies the degree of criticalness of the situation [65]. It was also found that perceived importance positively affects ethical judgment (H1b) and ethical judgment affects ethical intention (H2). Thus H1b and H2 are confirmed.
Concerning the impact of ethical judgment on ethical intention, our finding supports previous endeavors [27, 28, 31]. This happens regardless of the context of decision making; either IT or non-IT. In [66], authors stated that when a person is higher in ethical judgment, he/she tends to commit a higher ethical decision. In [67], authors redefined ethical judgment as the way a person evaluates which actions fit which occasions. Since ethical judgment is commonly met by immediate and routine mental process [26], this reveals the logic behind the impact of ethical judgment on intention. An indirect effect of perceived importance on ethical intention through ethical judgment was observed. The same finding were reported in [64]. This is in accordance with [14, 65] that uncovered the role of perceived importance on ethical intention in an IT context. To interpret this relation, we may justify that if someone perceives a high-important issue, their ethical judgment strengthens and this lowers their intention level.

In the third hypothesis, we investigated the impact of ethical judgment on ethical obligation and found that ethical judgment is an indicator of ethical obligation. Although there are no evidences about this hypothesis in IT, a significant impact among U.S. business students has been reported in [65]. The impact of ethical obligation on ethical intention was tested in the fourth hypothesis and we observed a direct impact. Similarly, In [36], authors found a positive relation between ethical obligation and intention among computer college students. Earlier, this relation was put into test between 423 United States’ students of computing classes with the same findings [15]. Likewise, in [23] authors presented similar results with IT-based scenarios.

![Structural Model](image)

In our research, we did not find any meaningful impact from law on ethical obligation and codes of ethics on ethical intention. So, H5 and H6 are not confirmed. There have been contradictory findings concerning law and codes of ethics. For instance, in [17] authors found that law (legal perception) has a positive impact on ethical obligation only in two of their five scenarios. They concluded that among automobile sales people, law is not an indicator of ethical obligation. On the other hand, in [68], authors showed that codes of ethics are a substantial indicator in predicting ethical intention among Hong King’s companies. In [2], it was argued that although individuals may be aware of laws in their society or organizational norms, but they prefer not to adhere to them. He then adds that this might be due to their understandings of law and codes of ethics as a behavior-limiting factor in ethical decision making [69]. Instead, law and codes of ethics must be an integral part of the behavior of every individual.

We may refer to three reasons why the impact of law on ethical obligation is not supported. First, the enactment of cyber-space laws in Iran goes back to 2000s. For instance, Computer Crimes Law (enacted in 2009), Electronic Commerce Law (enacted in 2004), and Supporting Software Developers’ Rights Law or namely Copyright Law (enacted in 2000) are only a decade old and contain a number of problems that affect their applicability and efficiency [70]. Moreover, the majority of people in Iran, even IT professionals, are not familiar with laws [71]. Furthermore, designated punishments in the above mentioned laws are not preventive measures. Almost the same reasons may apply to codes of ethics. In [2], it was proposed that law and codes of ethics may be proper mechanisms to prevent unethical actions through organizations. However, regarding our findings in IT ethics, this domain requires further investigations.

Considering hypotheses 7 and 8, like other researchers, we found that ego strength and locus of control each have direct impact on ethical intention. In [54], the same finding among managers in the United States was reported. It was affirmed that locus of control is an indicator of ethical decision making, but functions differently for people with internal or external locus of control. The one who looks at others and takes his/her decisions based on their actions, has more powerful external locus of control and the one who takes decisions individually, possesses more influential internal locus of control. A cross-country research between U.S. and Taiwan business managers revealed that locus of control was an indicator of ethical intention, but it was more significant in Taiwan [71]. However, findings in another IT study between university students in Malaysia revealed that locus of control and ego strength do not affect intention [23]. In an IT context, in [14] it was found that ego strength has a direct effect on ethical intention, but they did not report the same for locus of control. This contradiction may be referred to different scenarios and samples. Further investigations may clarify the role of locus of control and ego strength.

In the ninth hypothesis, we noted a direct impact from perceived possibility of disclosure on ethical intention. Thus, H9 is confirmed. As we stated earlier, we developed perceived possibility of disclosure as a new construct in the decision making context. To further investigate the impact of perceived disclosure on ethical decision making, we conducted a simple survey based on six unethical scenarios originally derived from [6]. Each scenario is followed by a single question: “if you committed this action, how likely would you do it?” Respondents were to choose from six answers: impossible (scored 0); very unlikely (scored 1); unlikely (scored 2); maybe (scored 3); likely (scored 4); and very likely (scored 5). They
were assured that their responses will be confidentially saved solely for research purposes. The results of analyzing 166 returned questionnaires revealed astounding facts (Table IV). Regardless of the scenarios, by average, more than 82 percent of the respondents claimed to “likely” or “very likely” would do the unethical action. It is notable that only 16% of the respondents (about 10%) reported “impossible” or “very unlikely” to the scenarios.

TABLE IV. RESULTS OF ANALYZING SCENARIOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Ave. (%)</th>
<th>STDEV.</th>
<th>No. of responses scored 4 or 5</th>
<th>% of responses scored 4 or 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 1</td>
<td>3.99 (79.76)</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>77.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2</td>
<td>4.01 (80.12)</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>72.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3</td>
<td>3.99 (79.76)</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>74.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 4</td>
<td>4.13 (82.65)</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>80.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 5</td>
<td>4.34 (86.75)</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>88.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 6</td>
<td>4.23 (84.70)</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>83.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4.12 (82.31)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>82.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average varies from 0 to 5.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this study we tried to model how an ethical decision is made in an information technology context. Our findings approved previous endeavors that perceived importance of an issue, ethical judgment, ethical obligation, ego strength and locus of control affect one’s ethical intention. Further, the possibility of disclosure surfaces as a significant factor. Moreover, it was found that law and codes of ethics do not affect ethical intention. This is in alignment and also contradiction with previous research studies. To mention this research’s limitations, we might refer to the possible impact of religion on ethical intention. However, it has been proposed that this factor has a low impact on the IT field [73] and even the core logic behind this argument has been challenged [23]. The same argument can be supported for culture [74]. Finally gender and demographic factors have not been considered, and this should be a field for future studies.

APPENDIX

All the names (persons and companies) in the following scenarios are imaginary. Any similarity is unintentional.

Scenario 1: Target Marketing in Banks
Alfa Bank, as the biggest public bank of the country, owns a business intelligence system to validate customers and offer marketing plans for each accredited customer individually. Mason, an information technology expert who was involved in the development of the business intelligence system, has authorized access to its data warehouse. He has a friend, James, in one of the branches of the Alfa Bank. Mason extracts a list of customers who are recommended to be offered with ease-loan (a loan that is easily payable to a customer due to his/her credits) and gives it to James. He calls each customer and offers an ease-loan with a commission of 2 percent. Mason and James share the commission. After that, Mason permanently deletes the records of the customers from the data warehouse.

Scenario 2: Health Information System
The Ministry of Health Affairs employs a Health Information System (HIS) with a module named "fraud detection". This module helps find forged customer due to his/her credits) and gives it to James. He calls each customer recommended to be offered with ease-loan (a loan that is easily payable to a

Scenario 3: Insurance Database
Milton, a graduate student in software engineering, works for Marion Insurance Company. He has an authorized access to the database with more than 100 million records. As a part of his job, Milton extracts rules (rule extraction) by data mining techniques and reports to his supervisor. For instance, he finds that those customers who are younger than 24, are single and have a record of more than one accident, are classified as high risk customers. Milton decides to document the data mining process and hand-in a collection of the rules to his data mining course in university.

Scenario 4: Widget Development
Felix is a software developer and works in a company that sells and supports software packages. The company has numerous projects. Felix is a member of a team that works on developing a Financial Management System (FMS). He has developed a reporting widget which delivers customized and drill-down features. Since Felix has developed the widget by himself, he also uses its source code in a software package that he is developing for himself at weekends at home.

Scenario 5: Stockbroker
Dalton Stockbroker Corporation has a Decision Support System (DSS) which analyzes stock exchange transactions and generates short-term buy-or-sell quotes using a neural network engine. This company offers a monthly membership plan for 25 USD and presents at least 15 quotes. Sheridan, an IT specialist in the company, has an authorized access to DSS and she is responsible for database maintenance. She extracts quotes daily and sends a few of them to her husband to buy or sell stocks and earn profits.

Scenario 6: Witnessing Data Breach
Sarah has recently graduated from a famous national university and holds a Bachelor of Science in computer engineering. She really needs money and has found a job in an IT company which is responsible for developing a business intelligence system for the biggest private bank in the country. On the first day of the work, she signs a document stating company’s codes of ethics and declares to obey it. After two weeks, Sarah accidentally finds that a few of her coworkers sell customers’ data to a marketing company and finds it in contradiction to the codes of ethics. Since Sarah really needs this job, she decides not to report this.
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